
 

 

Let us make a sculpture with words             which melt into the mind                                                              

into endless mystery                                    Contemplated and never fully grasped                                                                                                     

for the sands slip             between fingers which want to grasp and own                                                            

that which belongs to the Unknown 

Let us paint with words and pictures                     the story of a soul                                                                

in love with God and thunderstorms and trees              She tried to escape from the insanity                                                                                           

of a world fallen out of harmony                       For this, a heart wound she received                              

The wound, the great gift given                                                                                                                           

to all the wounded healers of history         along with their Medicine 

 

Let us sculpt a poem                  with new and ancient words                                                                               

and colors which belong to all             May these images pour through as balm                                             

for souls embodied in this dancing dream through time            

                                                                            

 



  



 

 

Now in this modern time of fragmentation                 we each speak a unique language                                             

perhaps more so than ever before            moving forward individually            rather than as tribes                  

So then let us translate these words                    to which we give different meanings                     

describing our different lives                            Let us find our common ground                                                                                                         

honoring this autonomy                holding the vision of greater perfection                                                     

for each noble human aspiration                                                                                                            

The potential of the I and we                                        Translation through this dance of fluidity           

Restoring healthy boundaries                                                                                                               

Witnessing each other’s creativity                                                                                                

Awakening to the reality of beauty                                             How firmly rooted in truth must we be                                                                                                               

to honor all the broken pieces of humanity                        and cosmos as one creation, as one body                 

 

When one member suffers, all the members suffer.                                                                                     

When one member is honored all the members rejoice: 1 Corinthians 12:26 

  



  



 

May this offering be                   a tribute to Emilie              she who gave us Continuum                                  

What is it? The depths we may plumb                                       the essence of water, the mystery  

Breath                               Attention                          Sound                      Wave motion                                   

Yet, these are only cues                                              doorways opening into                                                                  

the fluid system                            which is you                                                                                                                               

Every moment of life                may be a cue to dive deeply inside                                                                                      

Let me invite you to enter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                        This Ocean Within 

 

So now let us begin              Slow down                Arrive                                                                    

Feel the rippling waves of this inner sea           each wave deepening, softening                                       

interpenetrating, expanding breathing              allowing the heart to sing                                  

exploring endless possibility 

 

 



 



 

Let our flow of movement be                with pure intention                   unassuming and free                                                  

like the first discoveries                                    of a newborn baby                                                                            

newly arriving upon land                                 from the waters of the womb                                             

What did you carry into this world                 from that watery room inside of your mother?                 

Experiential understanding                                           of deep union with another? 

Where does one wave end and another begin?                What pulls the tide out and in?                                                            

The body becomes a resonating chamber          wherein the soul can sing             strong and gentle tones               

as in a great cathedral                        an organ playing                                                                                                                                            

spaciousness, creating                    shape and texture, changing                                                                                                                                                                                                    

vibrations softening bones                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Layering, beginning again                           enhancing awareness of presence within                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                     

Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you.                                                                                      

Before you were born I sanctified you: Jeremiah 1:5 

 

 



  



 

 

Arrival: I am home                where I am loved and known                in awe of the gift of this body                       

with all its pleasure and pain                Yet can I give these sensations another name?                                                     

Releasing worn-out stories, explanations, blame 

This wounded body asks to be held                                      by calming, soothing waves                                                          

This heart wants to sing of One who saves                 This wound has been received to be felt                           

It wants to speak:                                                                                                                                      

I am a gift of love                                                  a compassionate teacher 

full of sensations which desire to be freed                releasing the fear, the hurt, the memory 

 

How does it feel to be alive in the mystery?                     Journeying deeply, deeply                                

into this ocean inside of me 

He has sent me to bind up the broken-hearted: Isaiah 61 

 



  



 

 

What is happening?                      You are grieving              feeling as if newly injured                                                                  

yet without the shock of that moment                    when the wound was received                            

Since that time, much has been released                   so now you can grieve more completely                       

on a deeper level, cellularly                                                                                                                         

You must grieve fully                              for that which has been lost                                                      

releasing subconscious memories stored in your body                                                                                            

in order to be reborn                                                       to enter a new dream                                                           

with heart open                 and fears relieved                                                                                                                    

 

Let them flow out in movement and weeping              slowly, gently              like a rippling stream                    

Open and close this portal of release            until the water is calm and the soul is at peace 

 

Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom: 2 Corinthians 3:17 

 



  



 

The essence of God is love                                                                                                                              

Let the false images                 contrary to this truth                   melt away 

Love is purity, order, beauty             giving gifts freely                  sisters and stars                               

brothers and bears                           dancing beings                        rivers and rocks and peonies                   

hepatica flower of white anemone                    sky and sea                         four hundred willow trees            

planted by the creek                 with loving hands                                                                                                               

to hold the banks in place                       tending to order of water and land                                                               

We tend the earth              we, the stewards of creation             We tend each other’s souls, potentially                            

All may be wounded healers                      returning to wholeness never fully lost                                              

only torn, smashed, broken, confused                    Where is the muse?                                                  

Who am I?                           Why am I alone?                            Where is my home?                                   

In love, says the elder        

When we have worn out all the answers                                                                                                             

to the question:                                     Who are you?                                                                                                                 

It is then that the elder can begin to teach you:                   We are living water 

 



  



 

 

Dear Emilie,                  I cannot begin to understand                                                                                                               

how you crept, crawled, climbed               from your deep, dark chamber of misery                                         

up into the light of fluidity                           and gave it as a gift to humanity 

How little did I see                     past my own misery                                                                                         

of this seemingly hopeless injury?                                                                                                                            

You took me under your wing                                         showing me the way to thrive                                          

How I now wish to have been                       there by your dying bed side                                                                          

I was then still too traumatized                                         to emerge from my cocoon                                                         

to thank you one last time            

 

But now you live in me                                                                                                                                    

You said: Swallow your teacher                                   so instead of dwelling on your death                                                            

I sing of the hope and new life                 you have inspired by your breath                                

 



  



 

 

To enhance the beauty of this gift                    witness                      how Continuum arrived in my life                            

one week after receiving                      a living death sentence                              at seventeen                    

a diagnosis for life in the prison of a broken body:                      Never again will you walk                        

Never again will you sit                without the assistance of metal rods                  fused to your spine                    

Never again will you move or feel              below this injury               at the level of your heart                         

You will be frozen in the rigidity                of this seat for life                                                                                                                                 

But Emilie said: You will swim          and because I was not ready to travel then                                               

she sent Kim                                      and Kim said: Climb                                                                                                       

Climb out of your wheelchair               What?!  How?                                                                                                                                               

You live in your body                           wounded parts and whole                                                                          

Climb down                                         Climb out of your fear                                 Climb the stairs                                                                        

Climb out of the box                        Climb out of your chair                                                                                         

So I did           and discovered I was a mermaid on land               fiercely crawling through the sand                                                                                                           

And then I was wisely advised                    to have those rods removed from my spine                                                                       

 

 





                                                                                                                                                               

Yet how did Continuum arrive                                    in a trauma hospital?                                                                           

Blood sister, forest child                 she who later birthed her son in a tipi                                                                                                              

she who does not fly                                                 leaves her forest sanctuary                                                                     

and boards an airplane                                                                     to be by my side                                               

in a hospital room                                                               to help me stay alive 

She plays her guitar                                                                                              and we sing                                                                                                                 

Sister Resonance                                                                                                    Are you twins?                                                    

People keep asking                                                                                                  who enter the room                                                                                                                                             

She is fair                                                                                     with her long, blonde hair                                                                           

blue eyes full of tears                                                                                  my elder by two years                                                                             

I with my brown hair and eyes                                                                                      yet we realize                                                                                    

something is happening                                                                                  when we sing:                                                                                          

              We depend upon each other                                                       when we do not know the road                                                           

…I’ve got too much to give inside                                                            to give up on love 

 

…I’m going home 



  



 

On the airplane my sister was silent                                                                                                

Sitting by her side                 another blonde woman was quiet                                                                          

radiant with an inner glow                             Neither would know                                                                       

until they would land                       that she held my destiny in her hand                                                                                                                                       

No one was allowed to exit the plane                                                                                                                           

for reason unknown                     It was only then, to each other they spoke                                                                                             

so that Continuum, a phone number, and a name                                                                                              

could be brought on a scrap of paper            to my bed of pain 

Why are you here?                                                                                                                                   

My younger sister, a sudden tragedy               Paralysis, a spinal injury                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Oh, I know someone who can help her               with this innovative therapy 

What is this                 sister resonance?                                                                                                                         

Who is it that tends so intimately                  to these beautiful details of each individual journey?                                                                                                            

I will not die, nor be paralyzed                     I will live and dance 

 



 



 

              

Blue Sky speaks:            Let us honor the mother             of these sisters of earth                                                   

           twin reflections of air and fire                   touched by Emilie's graceful gifts                                               

   in their tender youth               yet to see two decades of life                                                             

Let us honor this brave mother           a fortress of strength                                                                            

with fierce protection and presence           so powerfully holding the field 

Watching over her wounded daughter                  watching like a hawk 
directing everyone and everything                 so that for her tending                                                                   

nothing would be overlooked                                               
    

Believing firmly in her daughter's belief                 that she would heal completely                         
 
 

Observing the beauty of the earth                 mountains, gardens, fresh air 
all the things she knew her daughter loved 

making sure her wounded child took in               all of this wholesome medicine 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             



  



 
                                                                                                                                                                                               

Let us honor our mother                      always gathering information                                                                                             
        openly talking to each person                       met on her path                                                                                     

gathering advice                in this strange new world                                                                                                                      
Bravely going out in a taxi              to acquire freshly juiced greens                                                                    

nourishment from the earth                                                                                                                        
    then rushing it back on ice             while the enzymes were most potent 

because she had heard tell                            of its vital action on injured cells 
 

 Gratitude for this beautiful mother              who wants the best for her children 
She fought for her beloved daughter                    with mother love and nurturance                           

    saving her from dying again 
 

Yes, air sister traveled bravely                      through the sky to fire sister                                                   
       but our mother was already there                  with open arms and such strength 

            
Would I have so bravely gone            and received Continuum                                                                       

if her support had not been in place? 
      
 

                     



 



 

While a young mother is birthing her baby                there is a mermaid in the sand                                                

whose injury becomes a key                       to enter a child’s fairyland                                                             

Exploring an ocean of sensation inside                which has not been lost in life’s changing tide             

only filled with burning fire                             upon impact that shattered her spine                                         

Fire through every fiber                       from heart to toes                    sensations overload                           

Paralysis?                   Yet her blood still flows                                                                                   

Pulsations quiver through legs become fins                  Now she asks, what new life is this?                            

More freedom than ever before                                 nothing more to hide                                         

Manifestation of hidden wounds                                  exposed to the Light                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

After you have suffered for a little while, the God of all grace,                                                           

who called you by the Messiah Jesus to his eternal glory,                                                                      

will restore you, establish you, strengthen you and support you: 1 Peter 5:10                  

 



  



 

Let us expound on a teaching from the archives:           The essence of time is receptivity                                                                                                           

The essence of space is conductivity            The essence of movement is frequency 

Is the secret to slowing down time              being in unknowing?                                                                           

Not ready to make a choice                                                                                                        

vacillating between                      one good thing and another                                                                      

Praying, asking, consulting                                                                                                               

waiting                   back and forth                   sun and cloud                storm and calm                 

Olivier Messiaen in the works on piano                expansion into unknowing                                     

expansion into time, this friend                               holding the potential                                             

We pause                 in the crossroads               and observe                                                                                                    

no need to understand                       in acceptance of the mystery                                                         

pausing in open attention                        simply being                                                                                   

welcoming all feelings                                                        reverencing freedom                                                                                                                                    

Which path will we choose                          when both are good?                                                           

 

\ 



 



 

 

I sit at the center of the crossroads              and let all paths come to me                                               

There will be another crossroads           and another           and there I will choose a path:                  

The Path of Wisdom 

Now the sword, guest of the mystery school, arrives             Sweetly, gently, Emilie tells me                        

to plunge the invisible point deep                    into my heart, secretly                   mystically dying                                                           

while another layer of me remains alive               I feel the wound of the imaginal sword                        

unraveling that fear of death               which clings to life only to paralyze                                        

Now the path is chosen                 to live in the mystery                 to be more fully alive                         

In the open flower of vulnerable love              hands must be open to live and thrive 

No effort                    simply in it 

 

God creates man in His own image 

  



 



 

                                                                 

 

Emilie asked those who wanted to teach:                       How many times have you died?   

 

    I believe she meant in this one life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

On a tree of hatred                        there grows rotten fruit                                                                                                     

On a tree of love                    there grows sweet fruit of ecstasy                                                                       

I was born into this body                       carrying ancestral patterns of trauma                                                       

I am here to break this sorrowful cycle                                   by being broken completely open                                              

so that the healing might go deep            deep, deep down             into the roots of the family tree                                                       

The essence of time is receptivity                a choice to receive the experience of being 

          Profoundly journeying into this moment                                                                                            

through the senses              beyond preconceived notions                                                                                      

     beyond the senses              into the essence        

                           Taste becomes touch becomes sight becomes sound                                                                                                                                         

        A sweet aroma of existence               emanating from a loving, divine presence 

The essence of space is conductivity                                                                                                                     

We think of each other                     and feel a connection                                                                      

beyond visible limitations                    through frequency                      the essence of movement 

 



 



 

 

What is happening now?                                                                        We are learning to play                                             

like the mother otter turning somersaults                                                                                                  

playing for hours                                                                           with her babes 

Entering again                         the land of childhood                              once stolen away          

Once upon a sunshine coast                  two otter sisters and crew                         went out to sail                                                                     

 

The one who climbed out of her wheelchair                                                                                                      

was tossed into the sea                            voluntarily                                                                                          

She wanted to swim with the otters       

 

 

 

All you that thirst, come to the water: Isaiah 55 



 



 

 

     Let us slow down                            entering                          into slow motion                                                                   

expanding            into this moment             into inner spaciousness                                                            

drifting                into different angles of position                                                                                                  

shifting                  consciousness                                                                                                                         

limitations melting away                                                           

Exploring freely                              three hundred sixty degrees of play                                                           

in potent space                         floating on invisible waves                                                                        

which playfully undulate 

We are dancing on air                               held               by the very elements of which we are made                                                                               

returning to a larger watery womb                              diving into water in the sky 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

Sometimes tiny droplets unseen                                    ice crystals far above                                                  

form a halo of rainbow colors                      around the sun                                                                                   

when there has been no rain                a sunbow              heralding a time of great change     

See the whole world stripped bare of pretense                     How clearly we see that we need healing                       

Prophets of God speak                                                                                                                          

chanting, singing, bringing                           peace to a broken world                                                        

broken open                                      ready to receive what we have chosen                                                                                                        

Hearts open to the eternal Word                           which is best heard                                                                                                                                              

in stillness 

Speaking                                                                                                                                                        

within all hearts                                                                                                                                        

beneath all wounds 

 

 



 



 

                                                                                                                                                                 

Waiting for the soul to choose                                                                                                                     

love is never forced              Love floats freely on a breeze             riding the waves of being                    

We share the dance                this movement spirit plants                                                                                    

and tends in a garden of transcendence                                                                                                             

dancing upon the ground of this journey                    with depths of layers beneath our feet                                                                                                                                                             

holding our collective story                                                                                                                               

Let not the wisdom of the elders be lost                 Let us reverence the cost                                                             

Let us remember how they shed                              their tears, sweat, and blood                                                                 

mourning for once fine soil turned to mud 

 

                                                                            Together let us repair the damage done 

 

                                                                                  

                                                                                                                             



 



 

                                                                                                                                                                          

Now Emilie is inviting us                          to spread our arms                                                           

slowly                slowly                out upon Christ’s Cross 

Becoming quiet                                                                                                                                        

Entering stillness                                                                                                                              

Softening the heart with lunar breath                   let fingers touch this center with gentleness                                                                                                                             

as we prepare for this ultimate sacrifice                                                                                                                                     

To die for love                                                                                                                                                                                        

so to become                                                                                                                                                        

more fully alive                                                                  

  

 

    Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone;                                               

but if it dies, it produces much fruit: John 12:24 

 



 



 

  

        Beginning to lift fingers                                     these instruments of grace                                        

       arms opening like wings                               in timelessness                                                               

                            exploring                            slowly spreading                                                                                                 

                             moving                       incrementally                                                                                                                                              

                         wavering                   lingering                                                                                                                             

                     and finally                 allowing arms to rest                                                                                                              

                                        Open                                                                                                                                                                                         

                             in the shape of the cross                                                                                                                                  

divine paradox           transfixed in place            listening 

                                                    



 



 

                                                                                                                                                                 

Now we pause, in silence                 waiting in the tomb                                                                          

waiting for the consummation                           of this meditation                                                                                            

Something which needed to die                                       has been crucified                                                                            

Feel the stirring of life                                                                                                                                                                   

virtues given new birth               through lessons of surrender learned                                                                                 

Awakening in a resurrection                ready for ascension                                                                            

into higher realms of loving attention 

 

                                                                          as ever more deeply, we listen 

to the delicate thoughts of God                                                                                                                     

which sparkle and glisten                                                        

upon silvery waves of eternal existence 

 



 



 

 

 

 

Where are you now? 

 

Where is your breath?                           What has arrived? 

                                                            

 

 

 

 

  



  



 

 

Now let us consider the tongue                                                                                                              

powerful member                     soft, yet strong                                                                                                             

like a sea creature            floating in an ancient cave                                                                                                   

which can play                                 rhythms as on a drum                                                                                       

Dance and strum                                                                                                                               

Flicker like a flame                           upon the roof of the mouth                                                                                            

infinity of flexibility                                      between north and south                                                                                             

Now melting back into the throat                 so gently into this watery moat                                                                                                   

which surrounds the tower                                                       of spoken expression                                                                 

Let the tongue wander about                                eyes allowing waves to roll throughout                                             

Cave wind breath releasing jaws                                         resting the mind of this head in awe        

 

 

 



 



 

 

Let the eye of the mind                    be fixed upon the God of Light                                                    

allowing rigidity                         of countenance                                    to dissolve                                                                                                                 

into full permission of expression               entering into spiritual sight                                               

laughter and tears                        releasing fears                                                                                                                       

Does this look strange?                             Why judge?                                                                                      

Instead I invite you to rearrange                                 your perspective                                                       

Come and play with me                                          in this risible animal body                                                             

with humorous innocence                     holding graceful reins of dignity                                                     

riding waves of love and grief                                                   joy and sorrow intertwining                                       

peacefully in asymmetry                                       spiraling, unwinding                                                       

becoming                                             the Caduceus with wings                                                                                    

looking without fear                 upon the poisonous serpent                                                         

mounted on the cross                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                 as medicine for those who have been bitten 

 

 



 



 

                                                                                                                                                                         

Rest for the mermaid                          they called Yellow Sky                                                                                                                               

having traveled around Canada and the States                    every week or two in a different place                          

She was carried up and down mountain sides                           by the bird tribe                                                               

Hot springs amidst falling snow in a dark night                                                                                            

Fallen and broken again, seven years in              Time to calm the pace                                                    

Arrival home into her medicine cave                                                                                                                   

Rest beneath the cross in the mystical body of Christ                                                                              

All things, people, and connections left behind                 Time to be with God alone                                       

Integration of lessons learned                embracing the way of nothing                letting all dreams go                                                         

Slowly, imperceptibly                everything true and beautiful returns                                                                           

 

And who remains?              The one within who is unchanged                                                                     

Ah, it is a little Tree Mother                with her roots grown deep, deep down                                                          

into this holy ground                   ready to serve 

Then the Lord called                         and she answered: Here am I 



 



 

                                                                                                                                                                 

In silence after a second spinal injury                                 a rebirth is happening                                                   

A brother shares the Pilgrim’s story         reading aloud to her while she does not speak for weeks                                                        

Through this listening she receives an invitation               to enter the Prayer of the Heart                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Ceaseless prayer of the desert fathers             and mothers of ancient Christianity                                                             

unceasing prayer for which the Pilgrim is searching                   Prayer of Golden Infinity                                                                                                                          

leading of the mind into the heart               along the path of breathing                                           

deeply entering contemplation                                       of Divine Humanity’s incarnation                                                       

Experiencing annihilation of destructive behaviors and thoughts                                                                                     

by the breath of God: 

 

Kyrie Iisous Christos, Yios tou Theou                                                                              Eleison me 

 

Experiencing the heart as a temple of the Holy Spirit                     Praying while awake and asleep                                              

At times so still in the heartbeat             At times a whirling torrent of wind, unseen 

 



 



 

And now she is bowing in slow motion                      mirroring the blue heron on the pond                                              

long neck in graceful undulation                                bowing to the injured one                                                                     

Emilie looked into her eyes and prophesied:               This bowing is for you                                                   

the key to regeneration                            of your shattered spine                                                                                                               

Now she is bowing under a white lace veil              entering into traditional Catholic Liturgy                                                                                                              

in the form of the Tridentine Mass                  Time to climb back                          into Peter’s boat                      

Time for her to surrender              to this mysterious One             who embraced her in his arms              

enfolding her in those robes of light                  in that moment of choice                                                                         

offering His saving love                freely, without force                                                                                                                                          

 

And now she finds the fullness of Continuum here                   in a little country church                                                                                                        

arriving at this gate of heaven              the Lord’s heavenly wedding banquet                                                                                                             

receiving His mystical meal                 Bread of Angels                     spiritual sustenance                                                             

Ringing bells               Sacred chant                 Incense rising               Silence 

I am the Living Bread which came down from heaven: John 6:51 

 



  



 

A little Tree Mother                    once the childhood tree climber                                                                             

now she cannot climb into the branches                            sitting still and silent in her cells                    

She grows her roots deep down                         into the ground                                                                                      

She spreads her arms to be that tree                   which once comforted her so well                                   

She hears a whisper in her heart:                           Let the children come to me                                                           

In imitation of Jesus                                         love them all                                                                    

 

She hears a whisper in her heart: 

 

 

Learn to listen with your whole being                 to those who need to be heard                                         

by one whose heart has been broken open twice                                                                                                         

Hold the children’s joys                                      and sorrows inside                                                                                        

then let them roll down the mountainside                in streams of tears and sighs 

  



  



 

 Mathematics rests upon infinity                  all science rests upon philosophy                                                           

belief springing from the mystery                                                                                                                            

And so we perceive                    beyond our senses                that the mystery is infinite                                                                         

never finally defined                          by finite mind                                                                                             

Truth opening and opening eternally            each individual journey so unique                                                                                                    

Here is one perspective of life’s mystery                                                                                                             

an exploration of memory                                     a gathering of many teachers                                                                     

an informing of will and intellect                       an honoring of emotions and impressions                                                 

blooming and bearing fruit in the present                                                                                                                            

a Catholic who has fallen in love with the hidden            pearl of great price in her childhood tradition                                                                                                    

pondering this spiritual union           with twenty-four years of practicing Continuum                                                                 

amazed by the transformation                 of trauma and tragedy                                                                                       

into the greatest gifts of life ever received                    into peace surpassing all understanding                                                                                 

Clearly one practice may be embodied without the other                                                                                          

How their inseparable union manifests for me                 here I offer in the life of this lover of trees 

 

                             



 

 

Dedication: I was inspired to read this poem by Saint John of the Cross in the closing circle of my final Continuum Depths retreat with Emilie.                                        

She had previously spoken of the ecstasies of Saint Teresa of Avila, inspiring me to read Teresa’s autobiography which led me to John’s poetry: 

I entered into unknowing, and there I remained unknowing, transcending all knowledge. 

1 I entered into unknowing,                       3 I was so ‘whelmed                                                 5 This knowledge in unknowing                                                                                              

yet when I saw myself there,                   so absorbed and withdrawn,                                  is so overwhelming                                                                                                                

without knowing where I was,               that my senses were left                                         that wise men disputing                                                                                           

I understood great things;                       deprived of all their sensing,                                   can never overthrow it,                                                                                                          

I will not say what I felt                        and my spirit was given an understanding               for their knowledge does not reach                                                                                                                               

for I remained in unknowing,                              while not understanding,                      to the understanding of not understanding,                                                                                     

transcending all knowledge.                    transcending all knowledge.                                  transcending all knowledge. 

2 That perfect knowledge                           4 He who truly arrives there                            6 And this supreme knowledge is so exalted                                                                                                          

was of peace and holiness                            cuts free from himself;                                that no power of man or learning can grasp it; 

held at no remove                                    all that he knew before                                    He who masters himself will,                                                                                                                                   

in profound solitude;                               now seems worthless,                                      with knowledge in unknowing,                                                                                                               

It was something so secret                       and his knowledge so soars                              always be transcending.                                                                                                                     

that I was left stammering,                     that he is left in unknowing                            And if you should want to hear:                                                                                                                  

transcending all knowledge.                       transcending all knowledge.                                    This highest knowledge is found                              

…in the loftiest sense of the essence of God; This is a work of his mercy,                                                                                                      

to leave one without understanding, transcending all knowledge. 

 



 

Epilogue                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Now let us honor Blue Sky                   editor and air sister of this rhyme                                            

she who is inspired to guide                  birthing mothers in the way of Continuum                                

In these words of hers which follow              which into this mystery school offering flow                          

let mothers preparing for childbearing glean             what may be helpful in their birthing time                          

Let others prayerfully hold all those                  giving birth and those preparing to arrive                                      

May these words of Blue Sky also be                                                                                                                          

a golden spiral of light for all to travel through                  for the purpose each soul needs:                

Expansion of awareness beyond linear time              to bring healing to one’s own entry into this life                                                     

Journeying beyond self to lend help                for the rebirthing of another                                    

Guidance for initiations into spiritual motherhood           Even support for the whole world                                                                                                                            

 

Yes, while remaining firmly rooted                   and grounded in the strength of our own being                                                                                    

this compassionate practice may expand so far                    even to the stars and beyond our knowing                       

holding those who are feeling most alone 

  



                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                      

Blue Sky speaks:             I pray your birthing experience will be                                                                                                       

ecstatic initiation into woman strength                    and motherhood so sweet                                                        

Shift into pre-birth dreamtime              Open your hands to the sky              Breathe in deep                

Open your ears to the wind                   Listen (again and again)                                                            

Open your heart to the divine                                                                                                                           

Hear my story about O sound           for your inspiration and mine                                                                 

Singing Ooooooo to open like a flower           to become like waves upon the sea                                                          

to feel a waterfall                                                                                                                                       

flowing                down            your spine                                                                                                                                     

O sound opens and elongates         O sound opens laterally                                                                     

O sound in water acts exponentially                     like a ripple on the water                                       

expanding ever outward                   sending vibrations and messaging                                                            

back again and again                  informing and re-informing                                                                             

in layers and through repetition                in rippling waves of resonance                                                        

Through body and mind                through heart and soul               somatic enlightenment resounds                                                         

 



 

 

Beginning O sound with the earliest contractions            is grounding and focusing as labor intensifies              

Beginning before intensity              beginning quietly, comfortably             your gentle waves of O  

Open           Awaken           Expand your listening              to your deepest inner knowing 

                     

                           Breathe deep                    Draw in                   Inspire                                        

                                                                                                                        Release                                                                           

                                                                                                                                          Spread out   

                  Silence                                                                                                                    

                               …as the seed rests in inner stillness                                                                                                                                                      

                                              …like the earth before the green shoot bursts forth                                                                                      

                                     …like the becalmed sea before the next big wave 

 

 



 

As your O sound intensifies into songs of the wild                                                                                

becoming louder in the intensity of pushing             momentum is gained                                                                                                                                         

and there is ever something                     on which to have a hold                                                         

   and by which to be held, safe at anchor                      while soaring through new realms                                          

Sing your baby's journey to arrival in your arms                                                                                             

  Oh how babies love to be called forth in this way                feeling safe and soothed                           

sharing in this full body resonance with you                                                                                           

This vocal music is so powerful         a beautiful prayer to hear and feel      singing for the sister soul                     

Singing for the healing of birth                   in freely moving volumes and tones                                      

 The deep tones of the father can truly move mountains                                                                      

Feel the harmony and power of voices joining          choruses both seen and unseen                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Voices of ancestors come forth to flow through you like a river 

Roar River Roar                River Run             River Sing               Rush River Rush                               

River Howl                                River Breathe                                                                                                                                                                                 

Feel your body shifting             as vibrations of many voices               contribute to the opening                  

                 of the passageway through woman to earth  



                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

The red threads                      in the interconnected web of birthing sisters                                                                      

shimmer brightly                      as I am able to share these words                                                                         

passed to many sisters over many years             and passed back, as life spirals around, to me 

What was that young, headstrong girl doing             choosing to birth deep in the woods, in a tipi?               

She was not acting without thought                          nor trying to be radical or foolish                                

She was awake to her intuition                  and inherent woman power to birth                                                           

which she allowed to deeply guide                         This is not a pretension                                                                  

It is a power all women may access                                                                                                   

 

She was blessed to have the teachings               of Continuum, alive in her body:                                              

the awareness that we are                       living, moving water 

 

 



 

 

A brother offered his loving presence                 tending beeswax candles                                                          

circles of light gently glowing             softly illuminating the round space                                                                  

   along with the glowing round moon 

A birthing woman held weightless in the water           and also held by her husband                           

invoking mother ocean and dolphin midwives              and Oooooooo to bring forth life                          

 from that ocean within      

A sister became ancient sister midwife                  singing ancient birth songs                                                      

to the rhythm of the birth chorus          freely fluently flowing through her in the moment                          

    so incredibly numinous                 this encouragement and support 

Because these blessed connections can happen            when the field of possibility is held open 

when given the chance                                 in the sacred mystery school birth dance 

    

            

 



 

Oh birthing woman, keep a sense of humor             find spaces to laugh               Oh the power of this! 

Laughing in the short spaces between              really intense contractions                moves energy 

No need to look far for something humorous                the birthing experience is enough! 

Lip trills, raspberries, blowing like a horse in these spaces                                                                                             

assists in being relaxed and loose             as above, so below holds true                                                            

My most powerful experience                    over three births                                                                           

has been with Ooooo                 yet Eeeee is also expansive             along with cave-wind breath:           

Imagine being the breath of the wind                                                                                                          

moving in and out of caves                  along the shore of the ocean                                                        

both when breathing out and in                                                                                                                           

more breath than tone           expanding and quieting             ebbing and flowing                                                                        

           mouth ever moving and changing                         lips remaining relaxed and open 

Dive deep into these watery depths                                                                                                                    
where we sift through emotions                   finding remedies in breath    

     
 
 
 



 
 
 

Extraordinary somatic intelligence                     may be awakened with sound 
awakening the remembrance of my love              to be in service to birthing sisters 

 

Feel the wave motion inherent in O sound               moving your body in wave motion 

O sound helps prevent rigidity and tension                                                                                                       

The O song prevents the sudden jolt                    that might bring the need to scream 

to feel fear, be intimidated, or do anything               but move into and through the birth dream 

 
O is the sound and shape of sea creatures                                                                                                        

moving so naturally and freely              in the ocean 
cradled by the waves 

 
 

Create your own ocean             to be held within                                                                                                       
with salt and minerals               which hold vibrations of the sea 

  

 



 
 

 
Pain? Let it be a matter of perspective             I think power, intensity, forces                                                                                    

of the ancient, sacred birth dance              connecting to womanhood from the beginning                                
I have experienced how O sound and water minimize pain   

 
Be inspired                                                                                                                                                             

to be a force of nature             to expand and emerge                                                                                  
both mother and baby               in soft new skins 

 
Giving birth IS an otherworldly experience           a journey between worlds, an initiation                 

Allow yourself to truly let go                            and trust in divine guidance 
in both yourself and your baby                   in your holy, powerful, feminine intuition                                                

knowing your body holds cellular memory                          though it may be your first birth 
 

 Mix in some gentle aaaaaaahhhs                as in deep sighs of peaceful release                                      
Breathe deep peace                                Ooooooooh please                                                                                 

    Experience the birth of your dreams 
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